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BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy): 

1. Definition of Bluetooth Beacon technology

Introduction to Bluetooth Beacon Technology
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Bluetooth BEACON / Smart:

2. Terminology

Bluetooth Classic: 

Bluetooth Smart: 

Proximity: 
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Why do we need Bluetooth Beacon?

Definition of Bluetooth?
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Bluetooth Classic vs BLE

Classic Bluetooth:
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Bluetooth SMART: 







Bluetooth Beacon

Advertising: 

Interaction: 
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Why do we look into this solution for Healthcare?    
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Resource tracking and a wellbeing equipment Remote health solution

Directing users to healthcare facilities Beacons in healthcare promotions

What can be our new solution from this Beacon?  
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What is the purpose of bringing this solution using 
Beacon?
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Be a chaperone using Beacon as a solution                  
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Conclusion
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transform. ACL Digital brings in competitive advantage, innovation and fresh perspectives to business and technology challenges.

ACL Digital (formerly ALTEN Calsoft Labs) is headquartered in the Silicon Valley in California, giving us ability to leverage leading edge business and technologies to support 

our global customers. We are a talented workforce and part of the 42,000+ employee ALTEN Group that is spread across more than 30 countries offering a multicultural 

workplace and a collaborative knowledge environment.
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ACL Digital, an ALTEN Group Company, is a digital product innovation and engineering 
leader. We help our clients design and build innovative products (AI, Cloud, and Mobile 
ready), content and commerce-driven platforms, and connected, converged digital 
experiences for the modern world through a design-led Digital Transformation framework. 
By integrating our strategic design, engineering, and industry capabilities, we help our 
clients decode the digital world and accelerate their growth journey.
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